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WHAT MAKES US  
DIFFERENT

2lb EPS core  
stringerless foam 
( Inside - white foam)

4oz Warp fiberglass cloth 
with clear epoxy resin 

(Top only)

Clear coat 
water-based epoxy resin 

( Inside - white foam)

Hot coat 
clear epoxy resin 

(Top & bottom)

3k Carbon fiber 
with clear epoxy resin 

(Top & bottom)

THE SHAPING OF  
DARK ARTS

Dark Arts is a budding channel within the surf industry that collaborates 
with prominent surfboard shapers from around the world. Inspired by 

innovation and quality, we’ve re-thought the process of crafting surfboards. 
As a result, we offer the lightest, strongest, best performing  

models on the market.

 Dark Arts began in 2019, founded by veteran board builder and surfing 
purist, Justin Ternes. After a twenty-one year quest, Justin answers the  

question, “What is the perfect surfboard, and how is it made?” Dark Arts 
creates unrivaled boards, led by the conviction that surfboards should  

preserve and enhance the essence of surfing.

Assembled in our hometown of San Diego, these American made products 
are shaped by world-class shapers then glassed with a refined carbon-fiber 

vacuum bagging technique, utilizing best environmental practices.

Adding carbon fiber cloth to a performance surfboard design, truly unites 
speed and agility with improved durability. Our surfboards represent  

American craftsmanship, sustainable values, visionary shaping, and surfing 
expertise to offer a high performance carbon surfboard. 
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“Carbon boards give you tons of pop and 
speed and the best part when you get a magic 

board is that it will last for years!”
     - KAI LENNY

MADE IN THE USA

Our surfboards represent American craftsmanship, sustainable values, visionary shaping, 
and surfing expertise to offer a high-performance carbon surfboard.

“Yeah the waves here (in the gulf) are 
really hard to catch and then dumps 

super fast. That carbon gets moving...”
    - STERLING SPENCER
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Dark Artists / AIPA7

 ▼ Design focused on 1976 version made  
 for Mark Richards by Ben Aipa

 ▼  Added a slight amount of curve to  
the tail and moved the midpoint back,  
closer to center, to increase performance

 ▼ Board remains true to the original

 ▼  The black carbon strip down the  
center of the board pays homage to  
Ben Aipa’s wide stringer color work,  
as seen in the late 70’s version

 ▼  Suggest ordering 1/4" thicker than  
your normal board

AIPA
STING

5'8" | 19 1/2" | 2 7/8" | 31.53L

5'10" | 20 1/8" | 2 15/16" | 34.25L

6'0" | 20 1/2" | 3" | 36.22L

6'2" |  20 3/8" | 3 1/16" | 38.23L

6'4" | 20 7/16" | 3 1/8" | 40.05L

6'8" | 20 1/2" | 3 1/4" | 43.81L

DIMENSIONS

DECK COLORS



Dark Artists / ALBUM9

 ▼ LIMITED RUN of only 100 Boards

 ▼ Compact twin that packs the Volume

 ▼  Fishy Rocker with double barrel,  
bonzer style, deep channel

 ▼  All around fun board, with added 
performance, cruisy yet rippable

 ▼ Enjoyed by Asher Pacey and Josh Kerr

 ▼ 1-5 ft. Beginner-Advanced

ALBUM
PLASMIC

4'10" | 19 1/2" | 2 1/4" | 26.6L

5'0" | 19 3/4" | 2 11/32" | 29.5L

5'2" | 20" | 2 3/8" | 30.7L

5'4" |  20 1/4" | 2 7/16" | 33L

5'6" | 20 1/2" | 2 1/2" | 35.3L

5'8" | 20 3/4" | 2 5/8" | 38.1L

5'10" | 21" | 2 3/4" | 41.2L

6'0" | 21 1/2" | 2 3/4" | 43.5L

DIMENSIONS

DECK COLORS



DIMENSIONS

 ▼  The Coffin has a bit more pulled in tail 
and nose than the traditional shape, 
with shortboard style rails, which makes 
for easier turning in critical sections.

 ▼  The Coffin’s thickness, width and 
f lattened rocker make it easy to paddle 
and increases speed generation.

 ▼  Beginners can utilize this shape by 
ordering the same as their height or 
above, while intermediate or advanced 
surfers should ride this as short as 
comfortable.

 ▼  A favorite of Florida legend Sterling 
Spencer who rides a 4'11". Sterling 
named this board the Coffin and can 
be seen going absolutely nuts on, it's 
unique glide makes it hard to pass up.

4'11" | 20 1/8" | 2 3/8" | 30L

5'1" | 20 1/4" | 2 1/2" | 32.7L

5’2” | 20 | 2 3/8 | 30.5L

5'3" | 20 5/16" | 2 5/8" | 35L

5'5" | 20 1/2" | 2 3/4" | 38.6L

5'7" | 20 5/8" | 2 3/4" | 40L

5'1" | 19" | 2 1/4" | 24.52L

5'3" | 19 1/2" | 2 3/8" | 27.12L

5'5 | 19 7/8" | 2 7/16" | 29.3L

5'7" | 20" | 2 9/16" | 32.42L

5'9" | 20 1/4" | 2 5/8" | 35.20L

5'11" | 20 5/8" | 2 11/16" | 37.05L

5'0 | 19 7⁄8" | 2 3⁄8" | 26.4L

5'2 | 20" | 2 3⁄8" | 27.5L

5'4 | 20" 2 1⁄2" | 29.9L

5'6 | 20 1⁄6" | 2 5⁄8" | 32.7L

5'8 | 20 1⁄8" | 2 11/16" | 34.5L

5'10" | 20 3/4" | 2 3/4" | 36.8L

Dark Artists / JT11

 ▼  One of our most versatile models  
considering its range, this board is  
wider and thicker but with  
contemporary shortboard rails.

 ▼  Flatter entry rocker, double to single 
concave, and a wide tail help the Dad 
Bod excel in knee to head high waves, 
soft or punchy.

 ▼  Ridden 4-6 inches smaller than your 
average shortboard, allows it to f it in 
tight places on a wave, while the extra 
f loat helps for engineering speed and 
enhancing paddle power.

 ▼  A favorite of JT team rider Kyle Knox, 
who named the board for its diversity. 
It has become one of his mainstays for 
small to medium size days.

 ▼  Condensed, wider, shortboard design, 
for surfers who want performance in a 
“tight package”.

 ▼  It’s width, thickness, and lower entry 
rocker, helps with paddle ability and 
speed through the f lats.

 ▼  Slightly pulled in round tail for  
preciseness in critical parts of the wave.

 ▼  Riding as a Quad in smaller waves and 
Thruster in more consequential waves 
gives it uncompromised range.

 ▼  Single to double concave and  
shortboard rails gives it the speed  
and control of a regular, high  
performance, shortboard.

DECK COLORS

JT
COFFIN

JT
DAD BOD

JT
DEVILED EGG



DIMENSIONS

 ▼  That Hitter is designed by JT for a 
maximum amount of fun in small 
waves. It’s wide outline and thickness, 
combined with its f latter rocker, makes 
this board absolutely f ly.

 ▼  That Hitter has shortboard style rails 
that allow it to turn as good as a regular 
board, yet with more ease in the  
smaller stuff.

 ▼  That Hitter can be ridden 6-8 inches 
shorter for intermediate / advanced surfers, 
while beginners may want it closer to 
their height. Advanced surfers will f ly 
on every wave and be able to unload 
their bag of tricks, while Beginners will 
f ind this board user-friendly and a great 
way to shed board height.

5'0" | 20 1/2" | 2 7/16" | 28.9L 

5'2" | 20 3/4" | 2 9/16" | 31.9L 

5'4" | 20 7/8" | 2 5/8" | 34L 

5'6" | 20 7/8" | 2 7/8" | 38.6L 

5'8" | 21" | 2 7/8" | 40L

5'10 | 21 1/8" | 2 13/16" | 41.8L

5'8" | 19 5/8" | 2 3⁄8" | 27.3L 

5'9" | 19 7⁄8" | 2 7/16" | 28.8L 

5'10" | 20" | 2 1⁄2" | 30.2L 

5'11" | 20" | 2 9/16" | 31.4L 

6'0" | 20 1⁄8" | 2 5⁄8" | 32.8L

5'0" | 20 3/8" | 2 5/16" | 28L 

5'2" | 20 1/2" | 2 3/8" | 30L 

5'4" | 20 7/8" | 2 9/16" | 34L 

5'6" | 21" | 2 9/16" | 35.3L 

5'8" | 21 1/8" | 2 5/8" | 37.5L 

5’10" | 21 1/4" | 2 5/8" | 39L

Dark Artists / JT13

 ▼  JT’s high performance, user friendly, 
“California Shortboard” shape. The 
“R&R” has a slight touch of width and 
thickness throughout.

 ▼  It has normal shortboard rocker and 
single to double concave to maintain 
precision in critical area of wave.

 ▼  Great “all around” shortboard for 
intermediate and advance surfers.  
Usually ridden 1-2 inches smaller than 
your average shortboard.

 ▼  Designed by JT, for Kyle Knox, as his 
go to shortboard over the last 3 years.

 ▼  The Vegan Fish is wide, thick,  
and stable which makes it great for  
Beginners/Intermediate surfers to 
enjoy and is always a blast for Advanced 
surfers looking for alternative surfcraft.

 ▼  With the width and thickness remain-
ing similar to the old school, the Vegan 
Fish has more of a shortboard style rail 
and very slightly pulled in tail.

 ▼  Due to the ease of paddle and  
increased speed generation, Advanced/ 
Intermediate surfers usually ride the 
Vegan Fish 6-8 inches shorter than 
their height, while Beginners may  
opt for a bigger size.

 ▼  The Vegan Fish will have you gliding 
in the epic 70’s fashion while still being 
able to do contemporary turns.

DECK COLORS

JT
THAT HITTER

JT
THE RONSON & RONSON 

“R&R”

JT
VEGAN FISH



Dark Artists / PYZEL15

DECK COLORS

DIMENSIONS

 ▼  Funformance shortboard for slower,  
smaller, weaker waves.

 ▼  Increased fun for intermediate to  
professional level surfers.

 ▼  More high performance take on the  
“ASTRO” retro f ish.  

 ▼  More pulled in shape for  
maneuverability. 

 ▼  Less rocker and deep double concave  
for speed.

5'5" | 19 3/8" | 2 5/16" 27.20L 

5'8" | 19 3/4" | 2 3/8" 29.90L 

5'9" | 19 7/8" | 2 7/16" 31.30L 

5'10" | 20" | 2 7/16" 32.00L 

5'11" | 20 1/8" | 2 1/2" 33.50L 

6'0" | 20 1/4" | 2 9/16" 35.00L 

6'2" | 20 1/2" | 2 5/8" 37.40L

5'8" | 18 3⁄4" | 2 5/16" | 24.70L

5'9" | 18 7/8" | 2 3/8" | 26.00L  

5'10" | 19" | 2 7/16" | 27.20L  

5'11" | 19 1/8 | 2 1/2" | 28.40L

6'0" | 19 3/8" | 2 9/16" | 29.90L 

6'1" | 19 1/2" | 2 5/8" | 31.30L 

6'2" | 19 5/8" 2 11/16" | 32.70L

 ▼  High performance shortboard, for  
medium to large waves. Rode by John  
John Florence in his 2017 World  
Title campaign.

 ▼  Designed for hollower and more  
powerful waves, also proven to work at  
reef breaks, dumpy beach breaks, and  
point breaks.

 ▼  Paddles and picks up speed easily while  
holding in critical turns.

PYZEL 
ASTRO POP

PYZEL
GHOST

5'8" | 18 1/2" | 2 1/4" | 24.80L

5'9" | 18 5/8" | 2 1/4" | 25.40L

5'10" | 18 3/4" | 2 5/16" | 26.6L

5'11" | 18 7/8" | 2 3/8" | 28.00L

6'0" | 19 1/8" 2 7/16" | 29.4L

6'1" | 19 1/4" | 2 1/2" | 30.70L

6'2" | 19 3/8" 2 9/16" | 32.10L

6'3" | 19 1/2" 2 5/8" | 33.60L

6'4" | 19 3/4" 2 11/16" | 35.30L

 ▼  High performance shortboard,  
for a wide range of wave sizes and  
conditions.  

 ▼  Current favorite board of John  
John Florence, Jack Freestone and  
Koa Rothman.

 ▼  Will help intermediate surfers elevate  
levels, while also bringing out the best  
in more advanced surfers.

PYZEL
SHADOW



Dark Artists / PYZEL17

5'3" | 19 3/8" | 2 5/16" | 26.20L

5'4" | 19 1/2" | 2 3/8" | 27.60L

5'5" | 19 5/8" | 2 3/8" | 28.20L

5'6" | 19 3/4" | 2 7/16" | 29.60L

5'7" | 19 7/8" | 2 7/16" | 30.20L

5'8" | 20" | 2 1/2" | 31.60L

5'9" | 20 1/4" | 2 1/2" | 32.50L

5'10" | 20 3/8" | 2 9/16" | 34L

5'11" | 20 5/8" | 2 9/16" | 34.90L

6'0" | 20 3/4" | 2 5/8" | 36.60L

6'2" | 20 7/8" | 2 11/16" | 38.70L

6'4" | 21" | 2 3/4" | 40.90L

6'6" | 21 1/4" | 2 7/8" | 44.50L

 ▼  If you love the feel of your Ghost and 
Phantom, but want a shorter, chunkier 
board for smaller surf the Gremlin is 
the board you are gonna want!

 ▼  Based off the Ghost DNA, it’s the  
Step-Down cousin to the Phantom, 
with lots of extra volume packed into  
a shorter, wider, f latter rockered pack-
age designed for quick acceleration, 
easily sustained speed and great  
paddle power.

PYZEL
GREMLIN

 ▼  Ridden by Pyzel team riders in Hawaii, 
highlighted by Ivan Florence’s surfing 
segments, in the air, and for all around 
funformance.

 ▼  Great board for beginners,  
intermediates, and high performers  
for less than ideal to good waves. 

DECK COLORS

DIMENSIONS



Dark Artists / PYZEL19

DECK COLORS

DIMENSIONS

5'6" | 18 1/2" | 2 3/16" | 24.10L

5'7" | 18 5/8" | 2 1/4" | 25.40L

5'8" | 18 3/4" | 2 5/16" | 26.50L

5'9" | 19" | 2 5/16" | 27.30L

5'10" | 19 1/4" | 2 3/8" | 28.90L

5'11" | 19 3/8" | 2 7/16" | 30.20L

6'0" | 19 1/2" | 2 1/2" | 31.50L

6'1" | 19 3/4" | 2 9/16" | 33.10L

6'2" | 20" | 2 5/8" | 34.90L

6'4" | 20 1/2" | 2 3/4" | 38.30L.

4'6" | 19" | 2 9/16" | 31.00L

4'8" | 19 1/2" | 2 5/8" | 34.72L

4'10" | 19 5/8" | 2 3/4" | 37.83L

 ▼  Updated version of the popular 
Pyzalien model. This new version has 
a more domed deck with refined rails, 
so we recommend that you order it the 
same thickness, 1/4 to 1/2 inch wider 
and 2-3 inches shorter than your stan-
dard shortboard.

 ▼  This great everyday board is very user 
friendly with a High Performance  
personality built for most levels of  
surfer, from novice to Pro, working  
in a huge variety of waves. 

 ▼  This rocker/bottom combo gives the 
board quick, effortless speed from take-
off, while increasing the responsiveness 
and control, allowing for easier rail to 
rail transitions at high speeds. 

 ▼  The outline is clean and simple, no hips 
or wings just a fuller nose and wider 
tail which keeps the board very fast and 
drivey, making for easy f low through 
f latter sections with a clean swallow tail 
for added snappiness and spark! 

 ▼  Fine tuned, 3rd generation of this mod-
el, with countless hours of R+D with 
Pyzel team riders

 ▼  Flat bottom, concave deck, with kick 
in the tail

 ▼  Specially constructed by Dark Arts 
with added 3" solid Carbon tape, top 
and bottom

 ▼  Gives rider the feel of maximum  
connectivity and enhanced  
pumping power

 ▼  Great board for beginning to pro level 
Foil boarders

PYZEL
PYZALIEN 2

PYZEL
PINBALL WIZARD 

FOIL BOARD



Dark Artists / SHARP EYE21

 ▼ Kanoa Igarashi pro model

 ▼ Reliable, all around, shortboard

 ▼  Increased Volume and Thickness in 
front for the f lats

 ▼  Pulled in Bump Squash tail for  
precision in critical parts of wave

 ▼  Ridden by Filipe Toledo and  
other QS warriors 2-6ft.+  
 intermediate-advanced

SHARP EYE
STORMS

DECK COLORS

DIMENSIONS

5'7" | 18.65" | 2.35" | 24.9L

5'8" | 18.75" | 2.38" | 25.8L

5'8" Plus | 19" | 2.45" | 26.9L

5'9" | 18.75"x 2.4" | 26.4L

5' 9"Plus | 19.25" | 2.5" | 28.1L

5' 10" | 19" | 2.5" | 28.2L

5' 10"Plus | 19.25" | 2.60" | 29.7L

5'11" | 19.25" | 2.6" | 29.7L

6'0" | 19.4" | 2.6" | 30.8L

6'1" | 19.5" | 2.6" | 31.5L

6'2" | 19.65" | 2.65" | 32.8L

6'3" | 19.7" | 2.65" | 33.3L

6'4" | 19.75" | 2.7" | 34.5L

6'6" | 20" | 2.8" | 37.2L



Dark Artists / PYZEL23

DECK COLORS

DIMENSIONS

Dark Artists / SMTH SHAPES2323

 ▼  The highest performance board in the 
SMTH lineup, designed for good sized 
hollow waves in mind.

 ▼  Hidden volume and width for increased 
paddle and increased confidence in 
consequential waves.

 ▼ Speedy, single to double bottom concave.

 ▼  Ridden by Jordy Smith and Matt  
McGillivary in good to great waves 
from Hawaii to Durban.
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 ▼  Wider, low rockered, nose, with a f lip 
on the end.

 ▼  Increased volume through center  
of board.

 ▼ Speedy, single to double bottom concave.

 ▼  Increased performance in mediocre 
waves, yet able to hang in excellent waves.

 ▼  Enjoyed by Matt “WILKO” Wilkin-
son and Jordy Smith for its fullness  
and precision.

SMTH SHAPES
88

SMTH SHAPES
EMBRYO

5'8" | 18 3/4" | 2 1/4" | 25.22L

5'9" | 18 7/8" | 2 5/16" | 26.47L

5'10" | 19" | 2 3/8" | 27.75L

5'11" | 19 1/8" | 2 1/2" | 29.78L

6'0" | 19 1/4" | 2 1/2" | 30.41L

6'1" | 19 3/8" | 2 9/16" | 31.80L

6'2" | 19 1/8" | 2 11/16" | 33.33L (Jordy)

6'3” | 19 1/8" | 2 5/8" | 33.04L (Jordy) 

6'4" | 19 1/8" | 2 5/8" | 33.50L (Jordy)

5'7" | 19" | 2 5/16" | 27.57L

5'8" | 19 1/4" | 2 3/8" | 29.10L 

5'9" | 19 1/2" | 2 7/16" | 30.68L 

5'10" | 19 3/4" | 2 1/2" | 32.31L 

5'11" | 20" | 2 9/16" | 33.91L 

6'0" | 20 1/4" | 2 5/8" | 35.87L 

6'1" | 20 1/2" | 2 11/16" | 37.89L 

6'2" | 20 3/4" | 2 3/4" | 39.89L



DIMENSIONS

Dark Artists / SMTH SHAPES25

DECK COLORS

5'4" | 20 1/2" | 2 7/16" | 29.30L

5'5" | 20 1/2" | 2 1/2" | 29.65L

5'7" | 20 5/8" | 2 7/16" | 31.00L

5'8" | 20 1/2" | 2 1/2" | 31.25L

5'9" | 20 5/8" | 2 1/2" | 31.90L

5'10" | 20 11/16" | 2 9/16" | 33.26L 

5'11" | 21" | 2 5/8" | 35.1L

6'0 | 21" | 2 11/16" | 36.80L 

6'1 | 21 1/4" | 2 3/4" | 38.42L

5'8" | 18 1⁄2" | 2 3/16" | 25.25L 

5'9" | 18 5⁄8" | 2 1⁄4" | 25.73L

5'10" | 18 3⁄4" | 2 5/16" | 26.63L 

5'10" | 19" | 2 7/16" | 28.31L 

5'11" | 18 9/16" | 2 5/16" | 27.28L 

5'11" | 19" | 2 3⁄8" | 28.49L (Matt) 

5'11" | 19 1⁄4" | 2 1⁄2" | 30.35L

6'0" | 19 1⁄8" | 2 3⁄8" | 28.77L

6'0" | 19 3⁄8" | 2 1⁄2" | 30.61L

6'1" | 19" | 2 3⁄8" | 29.87L

6'1" | 19 3⁄8" | 2 1⁄2" | 31.43L

6'2" | 19 3⁄8" | 2 1⁄2" | 32.34L

6'2" | 19 1⁄8" | 2 11/16" | 33.73L (Jordy)

 ▼  Built for speed and fun-performance.

 ▼  Rocket-Fish-Hybrid good for smaller  
to medium sized waves.

 ▼  Jordy has enjoyed this board from  
overhead Trestles, to knee high  
grovelers, to “high- lining” J-Bay.

 ▼  Flatter rocker and unique bottom  
contour makes this board a “speed  
demon”. Tightened, 5 f in, cluster 
allows for high performing thruster, or 
speed generating quad.

 ▼  A bit more thickness that is evenly 
distributed, with forgiving rails.

 ▼  Enjoyed by Jordy Smith and  
Matt McGillivary as a high  
performance board that can help  
in smaller waves, but not hinder  
larger waves.

 ▼  High performance shortboard with a  
touch of fullness all over. 

 ▼  Moderate entry rocker for carrying 
speed and connecting sections.

 ▼  Slightly wider outline for increased 
paddle, to stand further up when  
in tube, and for cushion when  
landing airs.

SMTH SHAPES
MINI DEMON

SMTH SHAPES
THE VOLUME





CARING AND TIPS  
FOR DARK ARTS CARBON FIBER SURFBOARDS 

 ▼  Hand crafted, vacuum bagged, carbon 
fiber cloth, over 2lb EPS stringerless 
foam, for optimum, f lex, weight and 
durability.

 ▼  Dark Arts Carbon is light, lively and 
generates speed quickly, with lots of 
pop and spring.

 ▼  Will foot dent but will outlast  
traditional construction.

 ▼  Dings can be f ixed with epoxy resin 
and traditional f iberglass.

 ▼  As with any black surfboard, take 
special care regarding sun and heat. 
Always keep board in a day bag and out 
of direct sunlight.

DARKARTSSURF.COM   @DARKARTSSURF              

INQUIRIES & CONTACT 
INFORMATION

Tony Curto

tony@darkartssurf.com

1 (858) 230-6962 

DARK ARTS SURF

2645 Financial Ct., Ste K.  

San Diego, CA 92117



“Yeah the waves here (in the gulf) are really 
hard to catch and then dumps super fast. That 

carbon gets moving...”
    - STERLING SPENCER

“Once you ride a dart arts carbon you can not 
go back to a normal construction board”

                                - KYLE KNOX

MADE IN THE USA

Our surfboards represent American craftsmanship, sustainable values, visionary shaping, 
and surfing expertise to offer a high-performance carbon surfboard.



“The Dark Arts carbon technology gives you the 
confidence to surf as fast and hard as possible 
without the thought of damaging your board. 

The added bonus is it looks awesome too.”
     - JACK FREESTONE

MADE IN THE USA

Our surfboards represent American craftsmanship, sustainable values, visionary shaping, 
and surfing expertise to offer a high-performance carbon surfboard.



“My first surf on it was in Newcastle & I’ve never  
forgotten how great it felt compared to the single fins  

I had been riding. It was fast, easy to turn and generally  
had that really alive magic feeling.”

     - MARK RICHARDS

MADE IN THE USA

Our surfboards represent American craftsmanship, sustainable values, visionary shaping, 
and surfing expertise to offer a high-performance carbon surfboard.


